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Abstract 
 Understanding the intentional relations in others’ actions is critical to human 
social life. Origins of this knowledge exist in the first year and are a function of both 
acting as an intentional agent and observing movement cues in actions. We explore a 
new mechanism we believe plays an important role in infants’ understanding of new 
actions: comparison. We examine how the opportunity to compare a familiar action with 
a novel, tool use action helps 7- and 10-month-old infants extract and imitate the goal of 
a tool use action. Infants given the chance to compare their own reach for a toy with an 
experimenter’s reach using a claw later imitated the goal of an experimenter’s tool use 
action. Infants who engaged with the claw, were familiarized with the claw’s causal 
properties, or learned the associations between claw and toys (but did not align their 
reaches with the claw’s) did not imitate. Further, active participation in the familiar action 
to be compared was more beneficial than observing a familiar and novel action aligned 
for 10-month-olds. Infants’ ability to extract the goal-relation of a novel action through 
comparison with a familiar action could have a broad impact on the development of 
action knowledge and social learning more generally. 
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A Claw is Like My Hand: Comparison Supports Goal Analysis in Infants 
When we see a child running towards her mother, a clerk reaching for a book on a 
shelf, or a gardener cutting a branch with pruning sheers, we automatically view these 
events not as purely physical movements through space, but as actions directed at and 
structured by goals. This perception of others’ actions in terms of intentional relations is 
fundamental to human social life and foundational for cognitive, linguistic, and social 
development (Barresi & Moore, 1996). 
The ability to discern intentional relations emerges early in life. By 3 to 6 months of 
age, infants show selective attention to the goal structure of action. For example, when 
viewing goal-directed actions, such as reaching for an object, in looking time 
experiments, infants attend more to changes in goals than changes in physical 
movements (e.g., Biro & Leslie, 2007; Luo & Johnson, 2009; Sommerville, Woodward, 
& Needham, 2005; Woodward, 1998; Woodward, Sommerville, Gerson, Henderson & 
Buresh, 2009). By the second half of the first year, this sensitivity to action goals is 
evident in infants’ overt responses to others’ actions. To illustrate, Hamlin and 
colleagues (Hamlin, Hallinan, & Woodward, 2008) showed 7-month-olds events in 
which an adult acted on one of two objects. When infants were given the opportunity to 
choose between the two objects, they systematically chose the adult’s prior goal when 
the experimenter acted in a clearly intentional manner. In control conditions, Hamlin and 
colleagues demonstrated that infants’ tendency to choose the adult’s prior goal did not 
result from the way that the observed actions entrained infants’ attention. Infants 
attended to the experimenter’s toy choice both when the experimenter grasped the 
object and when she acted on the object in an unusual or unfamiliar manner (e.g., 
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touching the toy with the back of her hand); they only imitated, however, when the 
experimenter’s action was interpretable as goal-directed (i.e., when she grasped). Thus, 
7-month-old infants reproduced the goal-relevant aspects of the actions they had 
observed (see also Mahajan & Woodward, 2009). 
Intentional relations structure concrete actions, such as reaching for a book, as 
well as more abstract and complex connections between agents and their goals, such 
as using tools to act on distant objects. Although by the second year after birth children 
can flexibly interpret others’ actions, even when they are novel or complex (e.g., 
Meltzoff, 1995), a number of findings indicate limits in younger infants’ abilities to 
fluently identify the intentional structure of complex actions (see Woodward et al., 2009 
for a review). For example, although looking time studies have shown that infants are 
sensitive to the goal-structure of reaching by 6 months (Woodward, 1998), when these 
studies involve tool use, infants under 12 months do not readily recognize the 
experimenter’s actions as organized with respect to the goal (e.g., Cannon & 
Woodward, 2010; Jovanovic et al., 2007; Sommerville & Woodward, 2005). Tool use is 
ubiquitous in everyday social environments, yet it may pose a conceptual challenge to 
infants. Tool use actions are complex -- the agent’s contact with the tool is not directed 
at the tool itself but at the object on which it acts. Further, these events may involve 
tools that are novel to infants. 
These points highlight one example of a more general developmental challenge: 
how do infants become able to discern the goal structure of novel, complex actions? 
Two sources of information have been hypothesized to address this challenge. First, 
information provided by the visible movements of agents has been shown to influence 
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infants’ goal analysis, for example, when potential agents exhibit rational or repeated 
movements toward a goal (e.g., Biro & Leslie, 2007; Gergely & Csibra, 2003). Even so, 
younger infants seem less sensitive to these cues as a source of information about tool 
use events than do older infants. For example, Hofer and colleagues (Hofer, Hauf, & 
Aschersleben, 2005) found that including information about the effects of a novel tool 
use action supported 12-month-old infants’ ability to see the action as goal-directed, but 
these same cues did not influence 9-month-old infants’ interpretation of the event. 
Similarly, Biro and Leslie (2007) found that including multiple movement cues supported 
infants’ interpretation of tool use events, but that younger infants did not respond 
systematically unless many cues were present in both familiarization and test phases of 
the experiment (see also Cannon & Woodward, 2010; Jovanovic et al., 2007).  
A second source of information has been shown to derive from infants’ own 
actions. When infants are trained to produce novel actions (such as using a tool to 
obtain a toy), they subsequently detect the goal-structure in these same actions 
performed by others (Sommerville, Hildebrand, & Crane, 2008; Sommerville et al., 
2005). Thus, action experience supports infants’ learning about the goal-structure of 
action. However, because infants are often confronted with actions they have never 
performed themselves, this information is also of limited value.  
We consider a third source of information that could provide further support for 
infants’ analysis of novel actions. Specifically, we examine whether comparisons 
between familiar and novel actions contribute to infants’ interpretation of novel actions. 
To use information about a familiar action to make sense of a novel one, individuals 
must detect the relational similarity between the two events. They must understand that 
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the relation between the agent and his goal defines both the familiar and the novel 
action. Structural alignment could support this process. When two instances are 
aligned, one can compare the commonalities and differences and extract the structural 
(i.e., relational) similarities between exemplars (Gentner, 2003). When the relational 
structure of one instance is known, it can serve as a base for analogical extension, 
supporting the inference of similar relational structure in a novel instance with which the 
known example has been aligned (Gentner & Medina, 1998). 
The power of comparison processes in supporting cognitive learning has been well 
documented in both children and adults. Across a number of cognitive domains, 
opportunities to compare exemplars have been shown to facilitate the detection of 
relational properties and the extension of this analysis to new instances. For example, 
comparison has been shown to support reasoning about spatial relations in young 
children, helping them to see that two different scenes can be viewed in terms of spatial 
relations like “under” or “on” (e.g, Loewenstein & Gentner, 2001). Several factors 
facilitate comparison, including the simultaneous presentation of exemplars, the use of 
language to highlight similarities across exemplars, the surface similarity of exemplars, 
and progressive presentation of similar to dissimilar exemplars (e.g., Christie & Gentner, 
2010; Kotovsky & Gentner, 1996; Loewenstein & Gentner, 2001, 2005; Namy & 
Gentner, 2002). The construction of an explicit analogy is not required in order to benefit 
from comparison. Comparison can highlight relational similarities in very young children 
and even in infants. 
Burgeoning evidence indicates that comparison processes operate during infancy 
and support infants’ detection of relations and relational similarity. For example, Chen 
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and colleagues (Chen, Sanchez, & Campbell, 1997) examined infants’ ability to extend 
knowledge about one means-end problem to a new problem. They found that the 
opportunity to compare similar tool use problems helped 10- and 13-month-old infants 
extract the causal relations necessary to performing the task and extend a solution to 
novel problems. Other findings suggest that similar processes may operate in physical 
reasoning (Baillargeon & Wang, 2002) and verb learning (Childers, 2008). Moreover, 
comparison has been shown to support infants’ analysis of non-relational information in  
the domains of categorization (Oakes, Kovack-Lesh, & Horst, 2008) and object 
individuation (Wilcox, Smith, & Woods, 2010). 
Pruden and colleagues (Pruden, Hirsh-Pasek, Maguire, & Meyer, 2004; Pruden, 
Shallcross, Hirsh-Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2008) demonstrated that simultaneous 
comparison supported infants’ ability to extract relational information about actions. In 
this line of research, Pruden and colleagues examined 7- to 9-month-old infants’ ability 
to detect similarities in events in which an object moved on a specific path with respect 
to a landmark (e.g., passing over versus under a dot on the screen). They found that 
simultaneous presentation of actions matching in path (e.g., over rather than under a 
dot on a screen) but differing in manner (e.g., jumping versus spinning) allowed infants 
to detect the similarity in the path of movement in relation to the landmark. In contrast, 
consecutively presented actions did not have this effect initially. Taken together, these 
findings suggest that young infants can use comparison processes to extract relational 
information and their ability to do so is influenced by the same factors as in older 
children and adults. 
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It has been proposed that similar processes operate in infants’ social cognitive 
development. In a seminal theoretical paper, Barresi and Moore (1996) formulated an 
account of how comparison could support analogical insights in the context of joint 
attention. During joint attention, the infant’s intentional actions are physically copresent 
with and directed at the same object as the adult. Barresi and Moore hypothesized that 
this physical alignment of the infant’s and adult’s observable actions and attentional 
states during joint attention allows infants to compare their own acts of attention with 
others’ and therefore gain insight into others’ attentional states (see Meltzoff, 2005; 
Tomasello & Moll, 2010 for related proposals). Although it may be possible to gain 
insights from comparing the actions of observed social partners to one another, Barresi 
and Moore (1996) hypothesize that comparison to oneself is particularly informative 
because it enables infants to draw on their own experience in attending to objects for 
understanding others’ states of attention.  
Several recent findings are consistent with the hypothesis that joint attention plays 
a role in social information processing. For one, the presence of joint attention supports 
infants’ attention to objects and emotions during social interactions (e.g, Hoehl, Parise, 
Palumbo, Reid, Handl, & Striano, 2009; Lavelli & Fogel, 2005). Moreover, research by 
Moll and colleagues (Moll, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2007) suggests that infants learn 
about others’ knowledge states from participation in joint engagement before they are 
able to extract this same information from observing social partners jointly engaged in 
play with an object. In a series of studies, 14-month-old infants either engaged in joint 
play toward a toy with an experimenter or observed two experimenters jointly playing 
with the toy. Infants were later able to identify which toy the experimenter had previously 
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seen only in the case in which they had actively participated in joint engagement with 
the experimenter and not when they had observed the experimenter engaged in play 
with another social partner. Tomasello and Moll (2010) concluded from these findings 
that participating in collaborative interactions with “shared intentionality” allows an infant 
to create “perspectival” cognitive representations and “conceptualize the interaction 
simultaneously both from the first and third person’s perspective” (p. 344).  
Together, these findings, and the theories in which they are grounded, suggest that 
comparison processes may support older infants’ understanding of others’ focus of 
attention, though they do not provide direct evidence for this claim. In the current 
studies, we sought further evidence for the role of comparison in supporting infants’ 
action analysis by asking whether engagement in alignment and comparison supports 
younger infants’ understanding of novel goal-directed actions, in this case, tool use. 
Specifically, we tested whether allowing infants to simultaneously align a familiar action 
(their own grasp) with another person’s tool use action would enable them to 
understand the goal structure of the tool use action.  
Across experiments, we used the goal imitation paradigm developed by Hamlin 
and colleagues (2008) as a measure of action understanding. In this paradigm, 7-
month-old infants systematically select an experimenter’s prior goal, but only when the 
modeled action is one that they recognize as goal-directed (e.g., grasping but not back 
of hand touching). As a point of clarification, in this paradigm, goal imitation refers to 
recognizing and choosing the same goal as the experimenter. In contrast to other 
interpretations of the term imitation, our use of the term does not require imitation of the 
exact action (and action style) produced by the experimenter in order to achieve her 
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goal. In fact, infants never had the opportunity to act on the toys with the tool in any of 
the following studies. Instead, we examined goal imitation (choosing the same toy as 
the experimenter by intentionally touching it) as a measure of recognition of the goal of 
the experimenter’s action.  
In the current studies, infants saw an experimenter grasp an object with a claw, an 
event we predicted 7-month-olds would not spontaneously understand as goal-directed. 
We then evaluated whether giving infants the opportunity to align their own grasping 
actions with this novel tool use action would provide them with insight into its goal-
structure. In Study 1, prior to viewing the tool use events in the goal imitation paradigm, 
infants in the physical alignment condition were given the opportunity to reach for 
objects held by the claw, and thus align their goal-directed actions with those of the 
experimenter using the claw. We predicted that this experience would support infants’ 
understanding of the tool use actions as goal-directed. To evaluate whether alignment 
per se was critical for this effect, we tested additional groups of infants in two control 
conditions in which infants interacted with the claw with no objects present (control 
touch condition) or were shown the functional properties of the claw (control move 
condition). In Study 2, we conducted a further control (control association condition) to 
evaluate positive findings in the first experiment. In Study 3, we asked whether 
alignment of one’s own actions is particularly informative about the goal structure of 
action, or whether, instead, similar insights are provided by observing aligned instances 
in others’ actions.  
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Study 1 
Methods 
Participants 
Sixty full-term 7-month-old infants (6.5-7.5 months) participated in this study. 
Infants were recruited from the Washington, DC metropolitan area through mailings and 
advertisements. Twenty additional infants began the study but were not included in final 
analyses due to side preference (n = 11; i.e., only reaching to one side of the tray 
across test trials), or inactivity (i.e., not acting on either toy for more than half of the test 
trials) or inability to complete the procedure due to crying (n = 9). The sample of infants 
was 53% Caucasian, 20% African-American, 12% multiracial, 10% Hispanic, and 5% 
unreported. Twenty infants participated in each of three conditions: physical alignment 
(10 boys; M age = 6;28), control touch (10 boys; M age = 6;27), and control move (9 
boys; M age = 6;24). 
Procedure 
In this and all following studies, infants sat on a parent’s lap at a table across 
from an experimenter. Parents were told not to influence their infant’s actions in any 
way by talking, pointing, or generally interfering. A camera behind the experimenter 
focused on the infant and a camera behind the infant focused on the event. These 
recordings were then used for offline coding.  
Infants were first familiarized with the twelve toys used during the experiment, 
presented one at a time in randomized order, on alternating sides of a 76 cm X 23 cm 
tray. The familiarization phase differed across the three conditions (see Figure 1). In the 
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physical alignment condition an experimenter passed infants each toy consecutively 
with the claw and then retrieved the previous toy from the infants with her hand before 
passing the next toy with the claw. This allowed infants to physically align their reaches 
with the experimenter’s grasp of the toy with the claw. Infants did so on approximately 
87% of the 12 trials. 
 
In the control conditions, the experimenter passed infants the toys with her hand 
rather than using the claw (so all infants were familiarized with all toys). Then, infants in 
the two conditions received different exposure to the claw before test trials. In the 
control touch condition, the experimenter held and opened and closed the claw and 
allowed infants to interact with it for approximately 20 seconds. Thus, infants were 
familiarized with the claw and could see that an adult who interacted with them held it, 
but, because no toy was present, they could not align their object-directed actions with 
those of the experimenter using the claw. Infants in the control move condition watched 
the experimenter move each of the toys across the table with the claw. Thus, they saw 
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the claw’s functional properties and that an adult held it, but they were not able to align 
their own actions with the experimenter’s. 
 After familiarization, all infants underwent the same goal imitation procedure. A 
pair of toys were placed 28 cm apart on the tray and placed in front of the experimenter. 
The experimenter first ensured infants saw both toys. She then made eye contact with 
the infant and said, “Hi! Look!” and shifted her gaze toward the goal toy as she reached 
contralaterally for the toy using the claw (see Figure 2). The experimenter grasped the 
toy with the claw but did not pick up or move the toy. She gazed at the toy throughout 
the grasp and said “Oooh!” twice. The experimenter then withdrew the claw and 
established eye contact again, bringing the infant’s attention back to center. She then 
pushed the tray to the infant and said, “Now it’s your turn!” The experimenter pulled the 
tray back after the infant chose a toy or after approximately 30 seconds if the infant did 
not act. 
 
This procedure was repeated six times with a new pair of toys presented at each 
trial. The experimenter alternated reaching to her left or right. Within each condition, 
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each toy was reached for equally, and side of presentation and side of first reach was 
counterbalanced across infants. The order of the pairs was randomized. 
Coding 
Observers who were unaware of the assigned condition and the experimenter’s 
goal on each trial coded infants’ toy selection offline using a digitized video. The infant’s 
choice was coded as the first toy she touched so long as the touch was preceded by 
visual contact. If the infant touched a toy without looking and this subsequently drew the 
infant’s attention to the toy, this was coded as a mistrial. A second independent coder 
scored all of the infants, and the two coders agreed on 95% of the trials. In a second 
pass, infants’ visual attention to the claw, toy, and experimenter during familiarization 
and test trial demonstrations was coded using a digital coding program (Mangold, 
1998). Five infants were not coded for attention due to equipment error (two in the 
physical alignment condition, one in the control touch condition, and two in the control 
move condition). A second independent coder coded 25% of the infants’ familiarization 
and test-trials and the two coders’ judgments were strongly correlated (rs > .90). 
Results 
 Focal analyses examined the proportion of trials on which infants chose the 
experimenter’s goal toy. Preliminary analyses indicated that infants’ responses did not 
vary across trials, ps > .45, so average goal imitation across all six test trials was used 
in all analyses. The number of trials for which infants produced intentional first touches 
(rather than mistrials or lack of activity) did not differ between conditions (82%, 78%, 
and 81% of trials in the physical alignment, control touch, and control move conditions, 
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respectively). Assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance were met for this 
and all following studies, Levene’s statistic < 1.12, ns; Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z ≤ 1.2, ns. 
Preliminary analyses indicated no effects of gender, so it was not included in further 
analyses.  A one-way ANOVA indicated that infants’ toy choices differed by condition, 
F(2, 57) = 3.96, p = .024; p 2= .12 (see Figure 3).  
 
 Due to our hypothesis that infants in the physical alignment condition would imitate 
more than infants in either control condition, a priori tests were conducted using LSD to 
evaluate pairwise differences among the means. As expected, these comparisons 
revealed that infants in the physical alignment condition chose the goal toy significantly 
more often than infants in both the control touch, mean difference = .14; p  = .035, and 
control move, mean difference = .17; p = .011, conditions. Furthermore, infants in the 
physical alignment condition selected the goal toy more often than would be expected 
by chance, t(19) = 2.61, p = .02. Infants in the control conditions did not differ from 
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chance in their choices, ts < 1; ps > .3. Thus, infants who aligned their actions and goals 
with the experimenter’s (using the claw) subsequently imitated the goal of the 
experimenter’s tool use actions, but infants familiarized with the claw and its functional 
movements did not. 
In follow-up analyses, we evaluated whether differences in infants’ responses 
could be attributed to lower level effects of familiarization on infants’ attention to the 
toys, experimenter, or claw. We first verified that infants’ attention to the experimenter 
and the goal toy during test trial demonstrations did not differ across conditions. One-
way ANOVAs indicated that attention to the goal and experimenter did not differ, ps > 
.4. In each condition, infants spent significantly more time attending to the 
experimenter’s goal than the non-goal, ps < .03 (see Figure 4). Moreover, attention to 
the experimenter’s goal or to the experimenter during test trial demonstrations was not 
related to goal imitation in any condition, ps > .2. 
Next, we asked whether differences in attention during familiarization influenced 
behavior during goal imitation. In particular, we wondered whether the physical 
alignment condition supported infants’ goal imitation simply because it led to increased 
attention to the claw or experimenter prior to test trials. There were differences across 
conditions in infants’ attention to the claw, F(2,52) = 28.34, p < .001, but these 
differences did not coincide with systematic performance on goal imitation. Infants in the 
control move condition attended most to the claw (M = 29.16s, SD = 3.80), infants in the 
control touch condition attended least (M = 16.84s, SD = 3.14), and infants in the 
physical alignment condition fell between these two (M = 23.55, SD = 7.16). 
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Furthermore, attention to the claw was not related to infants’ rates of goal imitation 
in any condition, ps > .69. Infants’ attention to the experimenter during familiarization did 
not vary as a function of condition, F(2,52) = .94, p = .40, and was not related to goal 
imitation, ps > .05. Thus, we found no evidence that differences between infants’ 
responses in the different conditions resulted from differences in how their attention was 
directed during either test trial demonstrations or familiarization.  
Discussion 
 We asked whether infants could use knowledge about a familiar action to make 
sense of a novel one. Results suggest they can. As in prior studies, the current findings 
indicate that young infants have difficulty discerning the goals of tool use actions. When 
infants first aligned their actions with the experimenter’s tool use actions, however, they 
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subsequently responded selectively to the goal structure of the tool use event. 
Specifically, infants who had acted simultaneously on a toy with the experimenter (using 
a claw) later imitated the goal of the experimenter’s tool use actions. Because the infant 
and experimenter acted on each toy during physical alignment training, infants’ toy 
selection during test trials could not be due to reinforcement of actions on particular 
objects. Rather, physical alignment training provided infants with information about the 
experimenter’s actions they then used during goal imitation trials. 
There were several cues in the physical alignment condition that could have 
supported infants’ goal analysis but the findings of the control conditions suggest that 
physical alignment per se was critical for this effect. In each condition, infants saw an 
experimenter coordinate her attention and actions on the objects she reached for with 
the claw during test trials. To adults, coordinating one’s gaze and manual activity on a 
particular object provides clear evidence that the claw movements are goal-directed. 
Previous research indicates that older infants can use these kinds of person-centered 
cues to interpret actions as goal-directed (Hofer et al., 2005), but no existing evidence 
indicates that these cues are sufficient for goal interpretation in 7-month-old infants. 
Given the negative findings in the two control conditions, person-centered cues seemed 
not to drive infants’ goal analysis in the current study either. 
Similarly, demonstration of the functional affordances of a tool (i.e., movement 
cues) have also been shown to support older infants’ interpretation of tool use actions, 
but these cues seem less effective in infants younger than 12 months (Cannon & 
Woodward, 2010; Hofer et al., 2005; Jovanovic et al., 2007). The control move condition 
showed infants that the experimenter could move objects with the claw. Lack of 
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systematic responses in this condition suggests that movement cues were not sufficient 
to drive 7-month-olds’ goal analysis in this study. Our findings suggest that physical 
alignment between infants’ own, familiar action, and the novel action, played the critical 
role in supporting infants’ analysis of the novel action as goal-directed. 
Despite these controls, an alternative explanation concerning infants’ goal imitation 
in the physical alignment condition remains. In this condition, infants saw iterative 
presentations of the claw holding the toy, after which they we able to grasp the toy held 
by the claw. This association between the claw and the subsequent opportunity to 
engage with the toy might have led infants to choose the toy with which the claw was 
associated in each test trial. In order to evaluate this alternative explanation for the 
findings, we conducted a second study in which infants were given the opportunity to 
grasp toys that were held by the claw during familiarization, but the claw was not used 
as a tool by the experimenter. Thus, the contingency between seeing the claw and 
receiving the toy was the same as in the physical alignment condition of Study 1, but 
this experience did not occur in the context of infants’ actions (and goals) being aligned 
with those of the experimenter.  
Study 2 
Methods 
Participants 
 Twenty full-term 7-month-old infants (6.5-7.5 months) participated in this study 
(10 males; M age = 7;1). Eight additional infants began the study but were not included 
in final analyses due to side preference (n = 7), or inactivity or inability to complete the 
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procedure due to crying (n = 1). The sample of infants was 45% Caucasian, 25% 
Hispanic, 15% African-American, 10% multiracial, and 5% Asian. 
Procedure 
Infants were familiarized to both the claw and each toy by being passed the mat 12 
times (once for each toy), on which both a toy and the claw rested (see Figure 5). The 
claw was secured to the mat so the infant could not pick it up. The toy, however, was 
free for the infant to grasp and/or pick up. If infants did not immediately attend to the toy, 
the experimenter drew the infant’s attention to the toy by tapping near it. This gave 
infants the opportunity to associate the claw with each toy without the chance to 
compare the experimenter’s goal when using the claw with their own goal (because the 
experimenter did not hold the claw during familiarization trials in this condition). 
Immediately after familiarization, infants underwent the same exact test trials as infants 
in Study 1. Coders assessed infants’ toy-choice (a second, reliability coder agreed on 
96% of trials) and measured infants’ attention to the claw, toys, and experimenter during 
both test trials (two coders’ judgments were strongly correlated; r >.98) and 
familiarization (two coders’ judgments were strongly correlated; r >.97). Three infants 
were not coded for attention during test-trials due to equipment error. 
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Results 
 As in Study 1, infants’ responses did not change across test trials (p’s > .18); 
infants produced an intentional touch on 91% of trials. Focal analysis concerned 
whether infants imitated the experimenter’s goal significantly more often than would be 
expected by chance. A one-sample t-test indicated that infants in Study 2 did not differ 
from chance in their imitation of the experimenter’s goal, t(19) = .53, p = .60. 
Additionally, infants in Study 2 differed significantly from infants in the physical 
alignment condition from Study 1 in their goal imitation, t(38) = 2.31, p = .025 (see 
Figure 3).  
As in Study 1, infants spent significantly more time attending to the 
experimenter’s goal than the non-goal, p < .001 (see Figure 4). Additionally, neither 
attention to the experimenter nor to her goal during test trial demonstrations was related 
to infants’ goal imitation, ps > .27. Finally, attention to the event and attention to the 
experimenter during familiarization trials were not related to goal imitation, ps > .17. 
Discussion 
The findings from this study demonstrate that an association between claw and 
toy was not driving infants’ goal imitation in the physical alignment condition in Study 1. 
In Study 2, infants had the chance to associate each toy they played with in 
familiarization with the claw but this did not lead them to choose the toy paired with the 
claw in test trial demonstrations. This supports the conclusion that infants in the physical 
alignment condition in Study 1 did more than merely form an association between the 
claw and the toys. Instead, they extracted the relevant goal information and used this 
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information to guide their toy selection. Together with the findings of Study 1, these 
results indicate that physical alignment supports 7-month-old infants’ analysis of novel 
actions as goal-directed.  
Study 3 
As noted in the introduction, it has been hypothesized that comparisons involving 
ones own actions are particularly informative in the social domain (Barresi & Moore, 
1996; Meltzoff, 2005; Moll et al., 2007; Tomasello & Moll, 2010). Consistent with this 
hypothesis, training studies indicate that production of novel actions (but not 
observation of these same actions) supports infants’ interpretation of others’ actions as 
goal-directed (Sommerville et al., 2005; Sommerville et al., 2008). These considerations 
suggest that in the current context, alignment of novel tool use actions with infants’ own 
actions may be particularly informative. On the other hand, evidence indicates that 
children can benefit from comparison of exemplars external to themselves (Gentner, 
2003). 
 In Study 3, we addressed the question of whether active engagement in physical 
alignment is uniquely beneficial above and beyond observation of physical alignment. 
We examined the effects of aligning novel goal-directed actions with one’s own goal-
directed actions relative to the effects of observing others’ aligned (novel and familiar) 
actions. We tested 10-month-old infants in this study because, although evidence 
concerning infants’ detection of relational similarity through comparison is limited, the 
best evidence that exists suggests that by ten months, infants can sometimes extract 
relational similarity from observed instances (Chen et al., 1997; Pruden et al., 2004). 
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Further, like 7-month-olds, infants at this age do not show robust understanding of tool 
use actions as goal-directed (Cannon & Woodward, 2010; Hofer et al., 2005; 
Sommerville et al., 2008; Sommerville & Woodward, 2005).  
Infants participated in one of two conditions. One group of infants was given the 
chance to actively engage in physical alignment (active condition). This was a direct 
replication of the physical alignment condition in Study 1 with 10-month-old infants and 
allowed us to see whether 10-month-old infants would systematically benefit from this 
paradigm, as did 7-month-olds. In a second condition (observational condition), infants 
had the chance to observe the same events. These infants viewed the experimenter 
pass each of the toys to a second experimenter using the claw. This gave infants the 
opportunity to observe the physical alignment of a familiar (grasp) and novel (tool use) 
action. 
Methods 
 Participants 
 Thirty-two full-term 10-month-old infants (9.5-10.5 months) participated in this 
study. Sixteen infants participated in the active condition (8 males; M age = 9;28) and 
16 participated in the observational condition (7 males; M age = 9;25). Ten additional 
infants began the study but were not included in final analyses due to side preference (n 
= 8), inactivity or inability to complete the procedure due to crying (n = 1), or parental 
interference (n = 1). The sample of infants was 52% Caucasian, 25% African-American, 
8% Hispanic, 8% multiracial, 5% unreported, and 2% Asian.  
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Procedure 
The procedure for the active condition exactly matched the procedure for the 
physical alignment condition in Study 1. Infants in the active condition aligned their 
reaches with the claw’s reach for the toy on approximately 70% of the 12 trials. The 
observational condition took place in the same room with the same materials and set-
up. The familiarization phase in the observational condition began with the experimenter 
passing the infant each of the toys on alternate sides of the tray (as in the control 
conditions in Study 1). After infants saw each of the toys, a second experimenter (E2) 
then appeared to the first experimenter’s (E1) right. E1 passed each toy to E2 using the 
claw (see Figure 6). E2 grasped the toy with her hand and said “thanks” (or thank you) 
in an excited tone in order to engage the infants’ attention. She looked back and forth 
between the toy and the infant. If the infant was not attending at the beginning of her 
movement, E1 tapped near the toy or said “hi” or “look” to the infant. In this way, it was 
ensured that the infant observed the physical alignment of E1’s grasp for the toy with 
the tool and E2’s grasp for the toy with her hand. Following this familiarization, E2 left 
the room, and the test trials we conducted as in Studies 1 and 2. As in Studies 1 and 2, 
coders assessed infants’ toy-choice (a second, reliability coder agreed on 96% of trials) 
and measured infants’ attention to the claw, toys, and experimenter(s) during both test 
trials (two coders’ judgments were strongly correlated; rs > .96) and familiarization (two 
coders’ judgments were strongly correlated; rs > .95). Two infants could not be coded 
for attention during familiarization because of equipment error.  
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Results 
 Our primary analysis again concerned the proportion of trials on which infants 
chose the experimenter’s goal toy. As before, infants’ responses did not change across 
trials, ps > .22, so average goal imitation across all six test trials was used in all 
analyses. The number of trials for which infants produced intentional first touches 
(rather than mistrials or lack of activity) did not differ between conditions (96% and 91% 
in active and observational conditions, respectively). An independent samples t-test 
indicated that infants in the active and observational conditions were significantly 
different from one another in their imitation of the experimenter’s goals, t(30) = 2.44, p = 
.02, cohen’s d = .87 (see Figure 7). Infants in the active condition chose the 
experimenter’s goal significantly more than would be predicted by chance, t(15) = 2.19, 
p = .045. This replicates the findings from Study 1. In fact, 7-month-old infants in Study 
1 and 10-month-old infants in the active condition in this study both imitated the 
experimenter’s goal on approximately 63% of test trials, t(34) = .026, p = .98. In 
contrast, infants in the observational condition did not differ from chance in their goal 
imitation, t(15) = -1.24, p = .23. 
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 We again examined infants’ attention during both the test trials and familiarization 
period. As in Study 1, attention to the goal and experimenter during test trial 
demonstrations did not differ between conditions, ps > .15. In both conditions, infants 
spent significantly more time attending to the experimenter’s goal than the non-goal, ps 
< .001 (see Figure 8). Additionally, neither attention to the experimenter or to her goal 
was related to infants’ goal imitation, ps > .09. 
Finally, we examined infants’ attention to the experimenter and events during 
familiarization. Infants in the active and observational conditions did not differ 
significantly in their attention to the claw and its actions, t(28)= .69; p =.50. They did 
differ, however, in their attention to the experimenter(s). Not surprisingly, infants in the 
observational condition spent significantly more time looking at the two experimenters 
than the infants in the active condition spent looking at the one experimenter, t(26.56) = 
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3.22; p = .003. Neither attention to the event or attention to the experimenter(s), 
however, was related to goal imitation in either condition, ps > .19.  
 
Discussion 
 The findings in the active condition replicated those from the physical alignment 
condition in Study 1. After the opportunity to simultaneously compare their own, familiar, 
action with a novel tool use action, infants responded systematically to the goal 
structure of the experimenter’s tool use actions in the goal imitation paradigm. These 
findings support the conclusion that comparison with their own actions supports 10-
month-old infants’ understanding of others’ tool use actions as goal-directed. The 
findings in the observational condition suggest that comparisons between the observed 
actions of two other people are less informative for infants at this age. Infants in the 
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observational condition viewed aligned examples of a familiar action, grasping, and a 
novel action, tool use. They were highly attentive to these examples, looking as long or 
longer at them than at the analogous examples in the active condition. Nevertheless, 
infants in the observational condition seemed not to benefit from this experience when 
they subsequently viewed tool use action in the goal imitation paradigm. These findings 
are consistent with other results indicating that first person engagement in actions 
provides more robust support for understanding others’ states of attention (Moll et al., 
2007) and for learning about the goal structure of novel instrumental actions 
(Sommerville et al., 2008).  
 As in Study 1, the observational condition provided both person-centered and 
object-movement cues that could have aided infants’ interpretation of the event. 
Although movement cues in combination with cues indicating that a human is acting on 
the tool helped 9-month-olds interpret a tool use action as goal-directed in Hofer and 
colleagues’ study (Hofer et al., 2005), we found that these cues were not sufficient for 
10-month-olds’ imitation of tool use actions in the current paradigm. One possible 
reason for this inconsistency is that the interactions in the current studies may have 
seemed more complex to infants. In addition, infants’ responses in Hofer and 
colleagues’ study could have been influenced by a confound in the paradigm, the 
presence of movement during test trials (see Heineman-Pieper & Woodward, 2003). 
When this confound is eliminated, cues that a person is present seem less effective 
(Cannon & Woodward, 2010).  
 The fact that infants did not benefit from simultaneous comparison of two 
observed exemplars stands in contrast to findings reviewed in the introduction 
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suggesting that infants can extract and generalize relations through comparisons that 
are external to the self in domains like problem solving and spatial reasoning (e.g., 
Chen et al., 1997; Pruden et al., 2004, 2008). This raises the question as to whether the 
benefit of active engagement in analogy is unique to the social domain. As discussed 
earlier, several researchers have suggested that comparisons between the self and 
other are critical to learning about the goals and actions of others because the first 
person perspective provides clearer, or more robust information about the intentional 
relations that structure one’s actions (Barresi & Moore, 1996; Meltzoff, 2005; Tomasello, 
1999). 
 Although active engagement in analogy may be uniquely beneficial at the origins 
of its application to action understanding, it is possible that comparison of observed 
exemplars supports learning about intentional action at later points in development.  
Future studies should consider what mechanisms might play a role in this kind of 
development. 
General Discussion 
In the current studies we asked whether infants gain insight into the goal structure 
of other people’s actions by comparing these actions with their own. Because 
comparison has been shown to support the detection of relational similarities in both 
young children and in infants, we hypothesized that providing support for comparison 
would enable infants to see the analogy between their own goal-directed action and a 
novel tool use action performed by another person. Our findings indicate that this 
occurred. When 7-month-old (in Study 1) and 10-month-old (in Study 3) infants had the 
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opportunity to align their own reach with a tool use action performed by an adult, so that 
the two actions were directed at the same goal at the same time, they subsequently 
showed an understanding of that action as goal-directed, systematically reproducing the 
goal of actions performed by the experimenter with the tool.  
Analyses of infants’ attention during the familiarization and test trials across studies 
and conditions indicated that infants’ systematic responses during goal imitation trials 
could not be accounted for by how the procedure entrained infants’ attention in the 
critical conditions. Moreover, Study 2 evaluated, and ruled out, the possibility that 
infants’ choice of the goal object in the alignment conditions was due to a conditioned 
response to choose the toy that had been associated with the claw. Instead, we 
conclude that infants’ responses to the alignment conditions were driven by information 
it provided them about the tool use action.  
Even so, the manipulation that allowed infants to align their own actions with the 
novel action involved several elements that could have influenced infants’ 
understanding of the tool’s actions. To start, infants saw the experimenter who 
manipulated the tool, and could see that she coordinated her gaze with her actions. 
Associating a human agent with the tool action has been shown to contribute to infants’ 
action understanding in some cases (Hofer et al., 2005) and coordinated gaze has also 
been shown to influence infants’ goal recognition in some cases (Luo & Baillargeon, 
2005; Luo & Johnson, 2009; though see Sommerville, Hildebrand, & Crane, 2008; 
Sommerville & Woodward, 2005). The infants tested in the current studies, however, 
seemed not to benefit from these cues, which were present in each of the control 
conditions and did not, on their own, affect infants’ response to the tool actions.  
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During alignment, infants also engaged socially with the experimenter, and social 
contingency has been shown to support goal attribution in older infants (Johnson, 
Shimizu, & Ok, 2007). However, this factor, on its own, was not sufficient to support 
infants’ understanding of the experimenter’s tool use actions. Infants engaged socially 
with the experimenter in the control touch condition in Study 1 and they viewed the 
experimenter engaging socially with another adult in the observational condition in 
Study 3, but in neither case did this lead infants to understand the tool use action as 
goal-directed. 
Further, while aligning their own actions with the tool use actions, infants saw the 
tool move the object. It has been hypothesized that “action effects” such as contact that 
results in movement, sometimes leads infants to view the contacting action as goal-
directed (Biro & Leslie, 2007; Hofer et al., 2005; Jovanovic et al., 2007). However, 
action effects were also present in the control move condition in Study 1 and the 
observational condition in Study 3, and in neither of these conditions did infants respond 
systematically to the tool use actions in test trials. Action effects appear to have a 
stronger effect on older infants’ than younger infants’ responses to novel actions that 
involve tools (Biro & Leslie 2007; Hofer et al., 2005; Jovanovic et al., 2007). The current 
findings with 7- and 10-month-olds are consistent with this pattern.  
A final source of evidence that has been shown to influence infants’ interpretation 
of goal-directed action is whether the action seems rational with respect to the 
constraints in the context (e.g., Gergely & Csibra, 2003). Although this is true, again, the 
conditions in the current condition did not differ in their apparent rationality. The test 
demonstrations were identical across all conditions and all experiments; the rationality 
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of these events could not have contributed to differential responses across conditions. 
Is it possible that differences in the apparent rationality in the familiarization events 
could have contributed? In the physical alignment and active conditions, infants 
received mixed evidence about the rationality of the action. Although the experimenter 
used the claw to hand the infant the toy across the table, she demonstrated on each 
trial that she could reach across the table without the claw when she retrieved the toy 
from the infant with her hand. Thus, if anything, this might have made the actions more 
difficult for infants to understand because the use of the tool was not in response to an 
environmental constraint. 
As this discussion illustrates, the current literature has revealed a number of 
sources of evidence that contribute to infants’ understanding of actions as goal-directed. 
Many of these cues work in some contexts, but mixed findings leave many open 
questions as to when and how they contribute. Our findings identify another source of 
information that contributes to infants’ analysis of goal-directed action, namely, 
comparison of novel actions with their own goal-directed actions. 
 Taken together, infants’ responses across studies and conditions indicate that it 
was alignment of their own actions with the tool use action that was critical for their 
subsequent understanding of the tool action as goal-directed. More generally, 
consistent with several theoretical proposals (e.g., Barresi & Moore, 1996; Meltzoff, 
2005; Tomasello, 1999), the current findings suggest that conditions that promote 
comparison of infants’ own actions with those of others are particularly informative for 
infants’ understanding of others’ goals. Because the critical information that infants 
would derive from such comparisons is relational in nature, namely that an action is 
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directed toward a goal, we conclude that comparison facilitated infants’ detection of 
relational similarities between their own actions and the experimenter’s claw actions. 
That is, we propose that physical alignment supported infants’ interpretation of the tool 
use events because it helped them see the analogy between their own goal-directed 
actions and those of the experimenter using the claw. As described above, we 
examined the problem of tool use as one example of the broader phenomenon of 
learning about goals behind increasingly complex actions. We expect, however, that 
similar processes to those proposed in this work likely play a role in recognizing the 
goals behind other actions as well. 
As noted in other theories highlighting the potential role of comparisons between 
self and other, social interactions provide rich opportunities for alignment of actions and 
intentions. When infants engage in joint play, they often act on toys simultaneously with 
a social partner. Triadic interactions, in which two individuals (e.g., a mother and her 
child) share attention on an object, increase greatly during play at the end of the first 
year of life. These opportunities for shared attention allow the infant to physically align 
his or her attention on the same goal as a social partner (see Barresi & Moore, 1996). 
An important opportunity for comparison also occurs during collaborative activity. When 
social partners engage in two distinct actions in order to achieve the same goal, the 
collaborative partners align their two actions and this alignment could facilitate the 
extraction of the common intentional relation. That is, comparing one’s own action and 
goal with one’s collaborative partner could help an individual extract the goal of his or 
her social partner’s action. In the current work, an adult social partner (i.e., the 
experimenter) scaffolded joint action by initiating the action and providing the infant with 
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a toy for which it was assumed the infant would want to grasp. Through the 
development of more complex social and cognitive capacities, infants and children 
eventually become able to engage in more active collaborations (e.g., Meyer, Hunnius, 
Paulus, & Bekkering, 2010) that could provide rich opportunities for alignment and 
social learning. Joint play, joint attention, and collaboration are ubiquitous throughout 
early development and could jointly or independently provide rich opportunities for 
social learning through comparison. Differences in frequency and form of social 
interactions could also prove to be an interesting source of individual differences in 
action understanding within and across cultures (see Brune & Woodward, 2007; Hofer, 
Hohenberger, Hauf, & Aschersleben, 2008; Gaskins & Paradise, 2010). 
The current findings provide new evidence that these kinds of opportunities for 
comparisons that are inherent in everyday social interactions play an important role in 
the development of social cognition. Further, they add to a growing literature suggesting 
an important role for comparison in cognitive learning during the first year (e.g., Oakes 
et al., 2008; Pruden et al., 2006; Wilcox et al., 2010). These findings also raise several 
questions concerning the extent to which comparison affects infants’ action 
understanding. In these studies, we used tool use as an example of a novel action that 
infants at these ages did not yet understand, but we suspect that a similar process plays 
a role in discerning the goals behind increasingly complex actions.  Further research is 
needed to evaluate the extent to which comparison supports infants’ analysis of actions 
in general.  
A related issue is whether comparison only supports inferences about human 
actions, or might also support analysis of any event in which one entity moves toward 
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another, regardless of whether a human agent is involved (e.g., when animated objects 
carry out actions). It is of note that the action-goal infants learned about in this series of 
studies was a novel kind of human action. In each of the studies, infants always saw an 
experimenter acting on the toy with a tool. It must be noted that older infants and adults 
can reason about the goals of non-human agents (e.g., Biro & Leslie, 2007; Gergely & 
Csibra, 2003). Whether they are able to extract the goals of actions performed by 
unfamiliar agents through analogy with familiar human actions or through a different 
mechanism is currently unknown and should be examined in future research.  
Another question involves the nature of the goal information infants recovered from 
alignment training. The training involved socially coordinated actions, and it is not clear 
whether infants understood the experimenter’s tool use actions in terms of the social 
goal of toy exchange or in terms of the experimenter’s goal in grasping the toy. They 
could have learned that the goal of the game was to reach for the toy that the 
experimenter reached for, rather than having learned the individual goal of the 
experimenter’s tool use action. In both cases, infants would have learned a goal rather 
than an associative response. The question is simply a matter of whether they learned a 
collaborative or an individual goal. A measure of action understanding that is external to 
the game (assessed through eyetracking or habituation paradigms like Woodward, 
1998, for example) is necessary in order to address this issue.  
Finally, further explanation of why active engagement in physical alignment is more 
beneficial than observation of physical alignment is necessary. This finding is consistent 
with previous research (and theoretical proposals) indicating that, in the domain of 
social cognition, comparison between the self and other is initially more beneficial than 
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the third-person perspective of comparison between two others. This is likely because 
the first person perspective provides information about the goals that drive actions that 
may not be available from observation alone (Barresi & Moore, 1996; Meltzoff, 2005; 
Moll et al., 2007; Moll & Tomasello, 2007). Even so, findings from other domains raise 
the possibility that children eventually become able to benefit from comparisons that are 
external to the self. For example, in the study by Moll and colleagues (2007) described 
above, although 14-month-olds did not learn about an experimenter’s knowledge states 
from observing joint engagements, 18-month-old infants were able to learn from the 
observation of the same event. When and how infants gain the capacity to learn from 
observation in the domain of action understanding is currently unknown. Further 
research is needed to address each of these questions. 
Beyond this, the actions being compared may not always need to be produced 
simultaneously, as in the examples in the current studies. It seems plausible that infants 
should eventually be able to compare actions that span time and/or space. 
Developmental work indicates that children get better at seeing analogies without 
support (e.g., without physical co-presence, perceptual similarity or labeling; Gentner, 
1988) as they gain more experience within a particular domain. Even beyond childhood, 
individuals improve in their ability to make more abstract analogies with domain-specific 
experience and knowledge (e.g., Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981). It is likely that a similar 
developmental pattern exists in the social domain, but once again, we do not yet know 
when and how this development occurs. 
These questions aside, the current findings suggest a means by which infants 
could overcome initial limits on their action understanding. By engaging in comparison 
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and analogical extension, infants may glean insights into the goals behind actions they 
have never seen or performed themselves. Critically, this mechanism could have a 
broad impact on infants’ action knowledge because joint action is pervasive in everyday 
social life.  
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